


The following d10 list of kobold-themed locations can be used to flesh out your homebrew world’s tundras, deserts, swamps, 

oceans, mountains, forests, and anywhere else kobolds might be dwelling. Whatever the reason is you find yourself rolling on 

this table, we hope that the ideas listed below help you unlock adventure and tell unforgettable stories!

d10 Location
1. A notoriously cruel and haunted infirmary built over an ancient hag burial ground. Those who die within it rise three 

weeks later as zombies with the power to cast inflict wounds on any creature they bite.

2. A merchant ship that sailed through a mysterious black fog which turned the entire crew to zombies. The ship now 

floats adrift at sea, its undead cargo waiting to devour anyone foolish enough to step aboard.

3. An undead purple worm that devoured several graveyards full of zombies. Its bloated, rotting corpse is now burrow-

ing across the realm, regurgitating swarms of zombies, and spreading a terrible necrotic plague.

4. A slaughterhouse filled with the mangled corpses of young adventurers killed by the deranged butcher who lives 

there. Many of their victims have risen as zombies and dangle from iron hooks set into the ceiling.

5. An old mine that was sealed shut after a lone zombie stumbled out of it with nuggets of gold where its eye 

should’ve been. Ever since then, the sounds of pickaxes can be heard chipping away from inside the mine.

6. An overturned cart crashed in a ditch on the side of the road. Inside the cart are several zombies who were once 

cannibalistic criminals being transported from a small village to a more secure prison farther north.

7. An ancient labyrinth with dozens of iron doors placed throughout, only one of which is the true exit. When an incor-

rect door is opened, a small hoard of zombies swarms through to chase those trapped within the maze.

8. A simple headstone that appears before lone adventurers in the middle of the night. Those who gaze upon it watch 

in horror as a zombie-version of themselves crawls up from the earth and attempts to devour them.

9. A ziggurat-style temple built long ago to house the noble families who were mysteriously turned to zombies. The 

crumbling temple now floats above the jungles, surrounded by rumors of ancient treasures held within.

10. A demi-plane containing a remote desert city overrun with zombies and a terrifying dracolich. A powerful mage 

trapped the city here centuries ago to prevent its inhabitants from spreading their undead curse.

Unlock Adventure
We’re constantly releasing new d10 tables for you to use in your upcoming sessions, so don’t miss out! Click here to access 

even more random tables themed around different and specific monsters.
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